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Includes the following section:
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE FOR THE
INDIGENOUS NATIVES/PEOPLE OF THE
CONTINENTAL MU'URISH YAMAXI EMPIRE-
MU'URISH YAMAXI AMERICAN NATIVES-
OLMEC CIVILIZATION:
Declaration of Independence for the Original (Indigenous) Xi Natives/People of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization:

Be it enacted by Emperor-Monarch-INRI: Khufu Ranub Zodoq Sampson-El 'Red Eagle Thunder-Fire', Sambhu Re for the Indigenous Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization and the Below Tribes and Clans:

We, the Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives *Yamaxi, Olmec (Mound Builders), Xi, Waxitaw, Mu'urish-Muur-Moor-Moorish American-Al Moroccan, Original Xirokee, Seminole, Creek, Xicksaw, and Shushuni Descendants* declare our Declaration of Independence for the Indigenous Natives/People of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization:

Declaration of independence for the original (indigenous) Xi (pronounce shee) natives/people of the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire-mu'urish yamaxi american natives-olmec civilization:

This Declaration of Independence is from the Original Land (owners) Stewards, the honorable Men and Women of and for the Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives *Yamaxi, Olmec (Mound Builders), Xi, Waxitaw, Mu'urish-Muur-Moor-Moorish American-Al Moroccan, Original Xirokee/Cherokee, Seminole, Creek, Xicksaw, and Shushuni Descendants* from the Non-Just, Un-Provoked, Religious War, Perpetual Slavery, and the Cruel Colonization with the Order of Pope Alexander VI on May 4, 1493 with the Bull intercatera, upon the Sovereign Peaceful Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization foremothers and forefathers of the North, South, East, West and Central Americas (Ancient Amexem, Al Morocs), including the adjoining Islands/Northwest and Southwest Ancient Amexem Territories, Asiatic lands of the Western Seas, and Islands of Turtle Island (for their non-belief in the Christian and Catholic Religions).

The order from the Vatican gave the invading forces of the European Continent to use what was the so-call “Christian doctrine of discovery” to assume superior possession of lands throughout the Western Hemisphere. This order gave every cut-throat, murderer, thief, prostitute, and lowlife who could not make a decent life anywhere else in Europe, the authority to rape, rob, pillage, kill and destroy the peaceful sovereign life of the people of the Western Hemisphere, as long as the end result was the perpetual slavery of the habitants, and the thief of all precious metals and other natural resources for the enrichment of the Vatican and the allege Monarchs of the European Nations. This order led to the Murder (Genocide) of Hundreds of Millions of our Ancestors in the Western Hemisphere, and the Theft of all Natural Resources, i.e. Gold, Silver, Coal, Diamond, Oil, Hemp, and other Materials that the Vatican and the allege European Monarchs put a price to and urge all of the invaders to plunder and capture at all cost.
This order was later taken over by an Unlawful Court Order directly to the Colonies of the United States Corporation, USA, Inc., in its Declaration of a Legal Battle and Spiritual War against the Indigenous (Original) People by Order of its Supreme Court in harmony with but not limited to the case of Johnson v. McIntosh, 21 U.S. 543, 5 l. Ed. 681 (1823), in which the United States Corporation, USA, Inc., took the Order of the Vatican and made it an Order for the European Invaders on the Land call America, to take whatever they will and their Courts, Armies, and Administrative Agencies would approve it, and if necessary, would Authorize the Military to Kill Anyone not leaving areas of interest of the European invaders.

This Declaration of Independence is made to Counter-Man [Destroy] the Order of the Vatican per the Provisions of Articles 1, 43, 55, 73 and 76 of the United Nations Charter, Articles in which the Vatican and all Nations of the European Invaders in the Western Hemisphere are Members.

This Declaration of Independence is also made to Counter-Man [Destroy] the Treaty of 1213 and the Treaty of 1783 by and through the exercise of Inalienable Birth, Inheritance, Substantive, and Inherent Rights with the contract between the Anunnaqi (Eloheem-God's) and the covenant with Zakar (Adam) and Nekaybaw (Eve) to subdue the earth and reign over the animals and to populate Ta (Earth). This contract-covenant still exists and it exists with the Continental Mu'urish Yamasi Empire-Mu'urish Yamasi American Natives-Olmc Civilization. We, the true seekers/believers in this contract-covenant take all the Nations of Ta (Earth) laws (Man) in the World and dump them in the Mu (Ocean) to regain our rightful place on mother Ta (Earth) under the Anunnaqi (Eloheem-God's) nature law and imperial laws of the Imperial Constitution. Whereas, thwarting the contract-treaty of 1213 between King John of England and Pope Innocent III. In addition to impeding the trust document for the United States Constitution created by the contract-treaty of 1783 between King Georgia III of England, Adams, Hartly, Laurens, & Franklin; who were operating for the King and not the people of united states of America. As stated previously, the Treaty of 1213 and the Treaty of 1783 does not defeat the original contract-covenant between the Anunnaqi (Eloheem-God's) made with Zakar (Adamu) and Nekaybaw (Eve.), Droit-Droit!

The Authority for this Treaty is by and through the exercise of Inalienable Birth, Inheritance, Substantive, and Inherent Rights with the Constructive Agreement-Contract/Claim that was signed by: His-Imperial-Majesty: Emperor-Monarch-INRI: Khufu Ranub Z. Sampson-Fl "Thunder Fire", who is the Bailor-Holder in Due Course-Superior Claim/Creditor-03 witness signature*) on the Constructive Agreement-Contract/Claim between Mu'urish Yamasi American Natives-Yamassee Native Americans of and for the Yamassee Native American Government via Mt. 'Arafat Embassy, and the State of Georgia, Receipt Number: 6049B, issued June 20, 2003 also in accordance with but not limited to the United States State Department, Authentication Certificate Number: 049100010-1-Full Faith & Credit *According to the United States Department of State Department of State Authentication office, the statement on our certificates "full faith and credit" is in acknowledgement of the States certificate to the document, and has sufficient legal value through State and federal seels for use in other countries and in this country*, retroactive to 1513 (Delegation of Authority and Brief in Support Enclosed) also in harmony with but not limited to Privileges and immunities of mission of nonparty to Vienna Convention Notice of Apostille:April 9, 2009 A.D., Notification of Diplomatic-Arrival April 2, 2009 A.D., Live Act of State-April 9, 2009 A.D., in harmony with and pursuant to United States Supreme Court Acts of State to wit; *Every Sovereign State [people] is bound to respect the independence of every other Sovereign State [people] and the courts of one country [people] will not sit in judgment of the government of another, done within [the same or its own territory].*, "Mu'urish Yamasi American Natives have a freehold inheritance to the land and retain all Inalienable Birth, Inheritance, Substantive and Inherent..."
Rights, and though Constructive Agreements, Contracts/Claims, International Laws, Treaties and Immunities, enjoy and operate upon consummated, vested Constitutional Rights and Immunity(s) from Taxation, Criminal And Civil Jurisdiction by, and of the Continental Congress of the union States Society of America - u.s. of A United States America, USA, Inc.*; Droit!

The Authority for this Treaty is also by and through the exercise of Inalienable Birth, Inheritance, Substantive, and Inherent Rights and in harmony with but not limited to the "Treaty of Peace and Friendship" with additional articles; also Ship-Signals Agreement also called the Barbary Treaties", that was Sealed at Morocco with the Seal of the Emperor of Morocco (The Emperor of Morocco Imperial Flag was a Red Flag also known as the Flag of the Slaves during the era of recorded slavery in America) June 23, 1786 (25 Shaban, A. H. 1200). The other parts of the Peace Treaties Collectively known as the Barbary Treaties where the Treaty of Algeria (1795), the Treaty of Tripoli (1797), and the Treaty of Tunis (1797); By an Emperor's Directive, be it enacted these Barbary Treaties for the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire by the Emperor-Monarch-INRI: Sambhu Re, Droit.

The Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmecc Civilization have Full Faith, Credit and Standing as an Independent Autochthon-Autonomous Empire/Kingdom upon Indigenous Lands. This Declaration is necessary at this time because of the present state of the political and judicial environment within the USA, INC., United States of America.

The Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire hereby Re-Claim the Lands and Waterways of the Original peoples of the North, South, East, West and Central Americas (Ancient Amexem, Al Morocs), including the adjoining Islands/Northwest and Southwest Ancient Amexem Territories, Asiatic lands of the Western Seas and Islands of Turtle Island. The Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire at this time is not waging any wars or other harmful venue against the United States, or the USA, INC., or any Political Sub-Division thereof.

The Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire seeks Restitution for the Willful, Deliberate, and Intentional Theft, Destruction, Pillaging, and Poisoning of the Lands and Waterways of the Indigenous Lands of the North, South, East, West and Central Americas (Ancient Amexem, Al Morocs), including the adjoining Islands/Northwest and Southwest Ancient Amexem Territories, Asiatic lands of the Western Seas, and Islands of Turtle Island. Because of the Non-Just Government System and Court System upon the Indigenous Lands of North, South, East, West and Central Americas (Ancient Amexem, Al Morocs), including the adjoining Islands/Northwest and Southwest Ancient Amexem Territories, Asiatic lands of the Western Seas, and Islands of Turtle Island for the removal (false classification and imprisonment) of the peoples from the land, The Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire seek the assistance of the International Community in assuring that there is no Military {or Police} retaliation directed against the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire and/or the nationals of the Empire because of this Declaration, and declarations by the natives/people of this empire-kingdom to be separate and apart from the colonial system imposed upon us because of our different belief(s) [spiritual –not Christian, Catholic or Islam] customs, cultures, and dress. We also seek economic aid for the re-building of our communities and homes, we seek technological assistance to re-establish our infra-structure, the Imperial Royal House of Sambhu Re, Imperial Royal Embassy of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire, Imperial Indigenous Matriarchal Council and Imperial CMYE Government, and we seek assistance to re-establish our food supply, and medicinal floras and healing traditions, etc.
We, the progeny of the Indigenous Civilizations make these claims of Constitutional Slavery, Deliberate, Willful, and Intentional Violation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, an institutional acceptance of the Authority of a Nationwide System of Apartheid, and the Deliberate Act of Genocide that is being taken against the Indigenous Peoples by the Alleged Governments of the United States and its Union of States, in their everyday dealings with the Indigenous Peoples (through their Codes, Ordinances, Statutes, Rules, Regulations, Policies and Court System) thereby committing War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity, all with the Approval of the Congress, President, and Courts of the United States of America, established as a Colony and Corporation of the Government of Great Britain in the passing of Impossible Laws, Impossible Statutes, Impossible Rules, Impossible Codes, and Impossible Ordinances in which its purpose is to Enslave the Indigenous peoples in their Jail System, Selling Prison Bonds for their Enrichment, and to Deny the Indigenous Peoples Basic, and Fundamental Human Rights, the Right to a Nationality and the Right to Self Determination.

We the progeny of the Yamasi, Olmec (Mound Builders), Xi, Waxitsaw, Mu'urish-Muur-Moorish/Moorish American-Al Moor-Moorish American-Xi Natives, Original Xirookee, Seminole, Creek, Xicassaw, Shushuni, including the Mayan, Inca, and Aztec civilizations hereby make this decree to live only by the Imperial laws of the Imperial Constitution of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire, and laws of nature and of nature's deities, and find it necessary to separate ourselves from the statutes, rules, ordinances, policies, codes, non-kept Indian Treaties and laws of the unlawful invaders, and live only within the laws of nature, and of nature's deities, and Imperial laws of the Imperial Constitution of and for the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire, covenants, and commandments of nature and nature's deities, and observing the international human rights treaties, covenants, conventions, the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples, and treaties, conventions on the right of tribal peoples, and the rights of stateless peoples, for the perpetual peace of mankind, hereby make our Declaration of Independence known to the Family of Nations, the United Nations, the International Criminal courts, the Universal Postal Union, United Nations High Commissioner of Human Rights, individually and collectively to all Leaders of the World, and other Peoples living for the wellbeing, peaceful co-existence, and respect of all Peoples.

For the support of this Declaration of Independence for the original (Indigenous) Xi Natives /People of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization, with a Firm Reliance on the Protection of Divine Providence! We mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our Sacred Honor to the cause of building the Imperial Royal House of His-Imperial-Majesty: Emperor- Monarch-INRI: Khufu Ranub Zodoq Sampson-El 'Sambhu Re' 🌘, Imperial Royal Embassy, Imperial Indigenous Matriarchal Council, Imperial CMYE Government, Indigenous Communities, Commerce, Cultures, Food Supply, Floras, Infra-Structures of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire; with the following under the Protection of Full Faith & Credit of the United States for His-Imperial-Majesty: Emperor-Monarch-INRI: Khufu Ranub Z. Sampson-El 'Thunder-Fire'. ‘Sambhu Re’ 🌘-Affidavit of Obligation Commercial Lien for Payment and Settlement against the United States Post Office, USA File Number: Z-43,913,000.00; Dated Thursday April 9, 2009.

Filed and Record Jul-17-2009 04:22pm Clerk of Superior Court Fulton County, Georgia
We, the progeny of the original (indigenous) xi natives/people of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization hereby Declare, Affirm to the Decent Peace Loving People of the World that the Non- Provoked, Barbaric War upon the Indigenous Peoples of the North, South, East, West and Central Americas (Ancient Amexem, Al Morocs), including the adjoining Islands/Northwest and Southwest Ancient Amexem Territories, Asiatic lands of the Western Seas, and Islands of Turtle Island is with this Declaration of Independence over per the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Native Nationals of this Imperial Indigenous Matriarchal Council and the long awaited wish and prayers of our Ancestors.

Therefore, the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire-imperial indigenous matriarchal council of the xi peoples *yamaxi, olmec (mound builders), waxitaw, mu'urish-muur-moorish/moorish american-al moroccans, original xirokees, seminokes, creeks, nickasaw, shushuni, including the xicora, mayan, inca, muskogees, blackfoot, aztec, anasazi, shocow, osages, stono, ottawa, couxitta, and etowa descendants*, the autochthon peoples of the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire-mu'urish yamaxi american natives-olmec civilization, appeals to the supreme judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do declare in the name of the creator of all, and by authority of the emperor-monarch INRI: sambhu re, and by way of the imperial indigenous matriarchal counsel of the indigenous peoples of the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire, solemnly publish and declare, that the indigenous peoples (descendants of the original civilizations before the invasion of Europeans on a continent of sovereign peaceful peoples) are free and independent of the Colonial Corporation - United States, USA, Inc., and all of its Political Sub-Divisions, and that all political connection between them and the autochthon peoples is and ought to be totally dissolve; and that as free and autochthon/independent natives/peoples, we have the full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things which indigenous peoples have a right to do.

We therefore declare the land of the of the original (autochthon) xi peoples of the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire-mu'urish yamaxi american natives-olmec civilization of the north, south, east, west and central americas (ancient amexem, al morocs), including the adjoining islands/northwest and southwest ancient amexem territories, asiatic lands of the western seas, and the islands of turtle island liberated from the control and claim of Colonial invaders by the non-lawful order of the Vatican, the Christian document of discovery, and the unlawful rulings of the United States Supreme Court (with no merits of law), who were granting the unlawful permission to levy war against the peaceful, sovereign peoples of the olmec civilization beginning in 1493 until present. We further declare that all allege powers in law stolen by the invading nations be given back to the peaceful sovereign original (autochthon) xi natives/peoples of the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire-mu'urish yamaxi american natives-olmec civilization, further that the United States, Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, the Vatican and the rest of the invading European nations, must be held accountable before GOD-God-god and woman/man for all human rights violations unlawfully brought against the autochthon/independent peoples of the western hemisphere, Droit!
We, The Progeny Of The Original (Indigenous) Xi Natives/People Of The Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization Make This Declaration Of Independence To The Nations Of The World, The United Nations Member States, The United Nations Security Council, And To The Colonizing Force Left On The Land Of The Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization And Demand That All Foreign Forces Be Removed From This Land Immediately, Or Surrender Their Arms To An International Peace Keeping Force Until The Imperial Indigenous Marshal Forces Are In Place...

Following is the Description of the Habitants of original (Indigenous) Xi natives/peoples of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization per the Invading Forces of 1494 --- *: The People of the New World are - Brown to Tawny Skinned (Real Dark Brown to almost White), Bushy to Wavy Hair (Soft to the Touch), with a High Arch-Wide Nose, and Full Thick Lips and were called "Native Americans and Indians."

The following named Indigenous Tribes, and Clans of the Xi peoples were Identified as: the Yamaxi, the Olmec (Mound Builders), the Xi, the Waxitaw, the Original Xirokee, the Seminoles, the Creeks, the Xickasaw, the Shushuni, the Xicora, the Mayan, the Inca, the Muskogeens, the Blackfoot, the Anasazi, the Shortaws, the Osages, the Stono, the Ottawa, the Couxitta, the Etowa, and other Pre-Columbian Indigenous Peoples of the North, South, East, West and Central Americas (Ancient Amexem, Al Morocs), including the adjoining Islands/Northwest and Southwest Ancient Amexem Territories, Asiatic lands of the Western Seas, and Islands of Turtle Island. We the Indigenous Natives/Peoples of the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire of Amexem (Americas), our home land, Alkebu Lan, Droit-Droit!

Proclamation: Affirmation on this 25th day of March, 2013 A.D., for the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization and the Above Tribes and Clans:

declaration of independence for the original (indigenous) xi natives/people of the continental mu'urish yamaxi empire-mu'urish yamaxi american natives-olmec civilization;

(All emphasis above added)
Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire
Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization:

His Imperial Majesty Royal Post:

Imperial Great Seal of the Imperial Indigenous Matriarchal Council:

Imperial Mu'urish Yamaxi Consular Court:

Original Imperial Copyright Number: DI05252013CMYE/DI000000001
Imperial Copyright, Copy Claim - nunc pro tunc to 7.18.2007 - Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-CMYE®®™
Registration Number: DIINFCMYE052520135831196349
Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire
Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization:

Imperial CMYE Treasury:

Imperial I-En-Hutip University:

Imperial Mu'urish Yamaxi Recording Service:

Original Imperial Copyright Number: DI03252013CMYE/DI000000001
Imperial Copyright, Copy Claim - nunc pro tunc to 7.18.2007 - Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-CMYE©®™
Registration Number: DIINPCMYE032520135831196349
Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire
Mu'urish Yamaxi American Natives-Olmec Civilization:

Olmec Civilization:

*de jure* Imperial Coat-of-Arms Great Seal of the
Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire:

Coat-of-Arms of the Emperor-Monarch-INRI:
Khufu Ranub Zodoq Sampson-El 'Red Eagle Thunder-Fire', 'Sambhu Re':

Original Imperial Copyright Number: DI03252013CMYE/DI000000001
Imperial Copyright, Copy Claim - nunc pro tunc to 7.18.2007 - Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire-CMYE®
Registration Number: DIIINPCMYE_032520135851196349